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Introduction
In the stories of Ervin Krause, men and women are often unfor-
giving of each other’s trespasses. But their fiercest grudges are 
with the land and the sky. The characters are troubled by floods 
and parched earth, battered by “vivid, hurting” snow and intense 
summer sun. Sometimes nature wins in these struggles and some-
times humans do, but in Krause’s fiction it’s never a fair fight, and 
it’s often brutal.
In one of Krause’s most heart- wrenching and terrifying pas-
sages, in “The Metal Sky,” a farmer examines the intricate beauty 
and flight of a butterfly as he struggles to stay alive after an acci-
dent. Pinned, bleeding, beneath his own machinery, he seeks com-
panionship in death while also envying the insect’s light- as- air 
indifference:
He brought his fingers up and then very carefully and quickly 
snapped the fingers shut on the arched yellow wings. The 
butterfly struggled, but its wings were caught and its fragile 
black body vibrated in its writhings. The yellow dust on the 
wings rubbed off and filtered down, lightly.
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It will know I am not dead, the man thought. It alone, if noth-
ing else, will know. He held the fragile wings of yellow light, 
with the wings so delicate he could not even feel them 
between his hardened hands. The butterfly tried to move 
and could not and the claws of its legs clasped the air.
Had Krause lived to write longer, to write more, we would almost 
certainly have come to have a sense of the Krausian— fiction char-
acterized by the stark, haunting poetry of his language, the treach-
ery of his landscapes, the moral and fatal failings of his unblessed 
characters. His stories are tantalizing portraits of sad hamlets sur-
rounded by fields of failed crops and rising rivers, grim little 
worlds as gritty as the settings of pulp crime. These stories aren’t 
so much about survival as they are about the characters’ deter-
mination to outlive all the other hard- living men and women 
around them.
Though his stories are told without sentiment, with all of pulp’s 
electric tension and lack of mercy, they nonetheless have the gen-
tle but insistent rhythms of folktale. There’s life, then there’s death. 
These are tales that command retelling; they’re cautionary, while 
inviting you to perversely delight in every character’s every reck-
less act. The stories play on our memories of shadowy figures and 
childhood fears, the countryside peopled with witches and skin-
flints, the nights prowled by wolves and scrutinized by an “ago-
nized and lamenting” moon. And above all, a legendary bad luck 
plagues the characters’ minor lives.
“There was nothing dead that was ever beautiful,” considers 
the farmer of “The Metal Sky” in a last stab at philosophizing, as 
he perishes beneath a fallen tractor, unfound, unnoticed, in a field 
to which he has dedicated his life.
Some of this country squalor Krause knew by heart, having 
grown up in poverty, among tenant farmers. The Krauses moved 
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from plot to plot across Nebraska and Iowa in the years immedi-
ately following the Depression. Krause’s fiction depicts lives and 
fates he strove to avoid. His characters pontificate in saloons, con-
demning the morals of others as they slowly get sloshed; his men 
and women have extramarital affairs in old cars on winter nights; 
they traffic in gossip, terrorize their neighbors; they steal, they 
hunt, they spy. A child’s innocent curiosity can turn sinister in a 
minute— children see things too terrible too soon. These are sto-
ries of crimes big and small, with no law in sight.
While Krause’s characters contended with all sorts of demons, 
both within and without, Krause himself grew up under the strong 
moral guidance of Lutheran parents. Krause was born in Arling-
ton, Nebraska, on June 22, 1931, to German Russian immigrants 
and grew up with four brothers. When he was fifteen, “his father 
fell paralyzed from a stroke,” writes Joseph Backus, a friend of 
Krause’s and an early devotee of his fiction, “to linger six years 
unable to speak, only listening as Erv would sit and read to him. 
But great purpose and principle drove the boys’ mother, who 
kept them in line with knuckle- thunks to the head or the tweak 
of an ear.”
Old Moder, as the boys’ mother was known, was not old at all. 
But stout and sturdy, her hair pulled back tight, she was an intim-
idating presence. She instilled in her young men a respect for 
education, but she seems also to have inspired a great sense of 
urgency— they studied hard, they went to college, they excelled 
in their professions. One son became an aeronautical engineer, 
one a professional baseball scout, one a doctor, one a farmer. 
Ervin proved both poetically and mechanically minded; a popu-
lar family legend has it that he was so expert in his high school 
science classes that the school never had to hire a substitute— 
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Krause readily stepped in to instruct whenever the teacher was 
out. While pursuing his bachelor’s degree in physics and math at 
Iowa State University, he contributed fiction and poetry to the 
school’s literary journal.
In between his bachelor’s degree and graduate school, Krause 
worked as a technical writer for MacDonald Aircraft in St. Louis 
and served eighteen months in the Air Force, stationed in Eng-
land. Krause entered the master’s program in English at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska– Lincoln in 1956, the same year that poet Karl 
Shapiro took the reins of Prairie Schooner, the venerable literary 
quarterly that has been published by the English Department 
since its first issue in 1927.
Krause’s relationship with Prairie Schooner, and Shapiro’s men-
torship, would rapidly advance Krause’s writing career, but it 
would also toss him into the center of controversy when his story 
“Anniversary” was declared “obscene” by the university’s dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences— leading to an act of censor-
ship that made national news.
As an editor, Shapiro showed a rigorous commitment to Krause’s 
work; “Anniversary” was to be the seventh story by Krause to 
appear in Prairie Schooner. The first, “Daphne,” was published in 
1958. “The Quick and the Dead,” published in Prairie Schooner in 
1960, was reprinted in Prize Stories 1961: The O. Henry Awards, 
along with stories by Tillie Olsen, Reynolds Price, Arthur Miller, 
Peter Taylor, and John Updike. In 1961 Shapiro promoted Krause’s 
work in a bold move: he featured three of Krause’s stories in the 
summer issue and boasted of it on the front cover with the same 
typographic fanfare he had previously allowed Walt Whitman 
and Henry Miller.
One of the three stories was “The Snake,” which went on to 
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become widely reprinted over the next several years and earned 
Krause another appearance in the O. Henry Awards anthology 
(alongside fiction by Terry Southern, Jessamyn West, Joyce Carol 
Oates, and Ellen Douglas). Textbook editors have proven particu-
larly partial to “The Snake”— the story, with its brevity and effi-
ciency and its powerful examination of cruelty and punishment, 
lends itself well to instruction in craft and analysis. Metaphor, 
motif, theme, allusion, conflict, foreshadowing, imagery— 
students of writing and literature can take the back off the clock 
and see how the cogs all click together. What lends the story its 
authority, however, is a bit more difficult to define. At the heart of 
it is a small act of passion on an ordinary morning of routine farm 
work, one that will likely change the relationship between the two 
characters— a boy and his uncle— for the rest of their lives.
By the time Krause’s story “Anniversary” was accepted for a 1963 
edition of Prairie Schooner, Krause had moved to Honolulu, hav-
ing taking a teaching job at the University of Hawaii. He was now 
married— at the University of Nebraska he had met Loretta Loose, 
who had spent a fast- paced year in a new master’s program in the-
ater, performing role after role in the campus playhouse. Ervin 
and Loretta were young artists in love; they were married in 1961.
In Hawaii Krause taught creative writing and continued to 
write fiction and poetry— but his characters remained, deter-
minedly, in the Midwest. According to Loretta, Ervin recognized 
the importance of place to a young writer seeking to establish an 
original voice. He knew the land and the life of the Midwest too 
well to ever finish with it, and he knew that such knowledge gave 
his work a necessary edge of authenticity. His notebooks— 
currently housed with his papers in the archives of the Univer-
sity of Nebraska– Lincoln’s Love Library— are riddled with 
sketches of characters and places, many drawn from his child-
hood on the plains.
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The censored story, “Anniversary,” is one of only a few of 
Krause’s stories to be set in an actual city— and it’s this specificity 
that might have provoked the anxiety of university administrators. 
In “Anniversary” a character named McDonald returns to Lincoln, 
Nebraska, over holiday break to visit Wanda, a woman with whom 
he’d had an affair during his master’s program in an unnamed Eng-
lish department. McDonald, now an assistant professor of English 
at the University of Missouri, is a bit of a prig in the making. He’s 
a womanizer (the narrator provides insight into his sexism when 
the story describes the “birdy” female graduate students McDon-
ald dated as having “unsexed bodies like store- window dummies 
and faces like parakeet beaks”), generally insensitive (the “fairies” 
in the department, we’re told, had approached McDonald “in sly, 
nuzzling, knee- touching familiarity”), and largely misanthropic 
(in a single sentence businessmen are “bland- faced” and sergeants 
are “gross- faced”). But he’s lonely, and desperately so, and “Anni-
versary” is easily Krause’s most chilling story.
McDonald’s emptiness contrasted with Wanda’s sweet nature 
and vulnerability further demonstrates an exploration of cruelty 
and frailty that so motivated Krause— most notably in his story 
“The Snake.” McDonald is even a writer himself and publishes 
his work in literary journals.
“Why do you write about such dark and unhappy things?” 
Wanda asks. “You should take things more lightly.”
Ultimately, McDonald convinces himself that Wanda is as dead 
inside as he is, and after lovemaking he confronts her with a socio-
path’s disgust. All along, Krause articulates McDonald’s mean 
spirit in dark prose worthy of Richard Yates.
The prose proved too dark for university administrators, or the 
sex was described too explicitly. It’s unclear what most offended. 
Different stories abound regarding the true impulse to censor 
and how the story came to cross the desk of a dean not typically 
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involved in Prairie Schooner’s editorial processes. But Dr. Walter 
Millitzer, dean of the university’s College of Arts and Sciences at 
the time, took official responsibility. Millitzer removed the story 
from galleys without Karl Shapiro’s knowledge. Shapiro then pub-
licized his immediate resignation from his editorship of Prairie 
Schooner and his intention to leave the university. He also read 
“Anniversary” on a local radio station. “Anniversary,” however, 
has never been published until now.
In an article in the New York Times dated May 24, 1963, Millitzer 
is quoted as describing the story as “obscene and in poor taste.” 
Shapiro, in the same article, defends the story as simply one of 
“washed out love with a couple of bedroom scenes.” The headline 
of the article indicated Shapiro’s response to the controversy: 
“Shapiro Quits Nebraska U.; Cites ‘Editorial Tampering.’”
Krause wrote to Clifford Hardin, the university’s chancellor, 
from Hawaii a few days after the censorship of his short story 
made the New York Times and other newspapers across the coun-
try: “The university must stand with fierce pride and integrity 
against the forces of ignorance and prejudice and stupidity; the 
university must defend the right of the artist to speak. You have 
denied what a university must stand for.”
Krause courted controversy, addressing subjects such as infidel-
ity, abortion, racism, homosexuality, abuse. The “censorship,” as 
he came to refer to it, didn’t change his direction or slow him 
down. He even wrote a novel— never published— about the Eng-
lish department and the Prairie Schooner incident, titled “The 
Censoring.” But the removal of “Anniversary” from Prairie Schoo-
ner, and the dean’s dismissal of the story, deeply troubled him. 
When he received a letter from Bernice Slote, Shapiro’s successor 
as editor of Prairie Schooner, letting him know she wouldn’t be 
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publishing “Anniversary” but that “we are strong for you, and 
hope to continue promoting your work,” Krause fired back. “In 
case your exquisite sensibility does not fully grasp the import,” 
he wrote, “you will never get another story from me, at any time, 
under any conditions, until the true situation regarding the Schoo-
ner is clarified and exposed.”
But a far more devastating development than the censorship 
awaited Krause; a year after the dean’s public denouncement of 
“Anniversary,” Krause was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s disease. For 
his last seven years— he died on Thanksgiving Day in 1970, at the 
age of thirty- nine, in the house in Hawaii in which Loretta still 
lives— he researched experimental cancer treatment, managed 
his academic career, and wrote new fiction and poetry. Though 
he never abandoned the pursuit of a book deal, he now wrote with 
a mind toward a literary legacy that he knew might come only 
after his death. He often spoke to Loretta of his delight in imag-
ining college sophomores attempting to decipher his meanings.
With “The Snake,” a story still assigned in the classroom, he 
got his wish of inspiring such careful analysis of his work— “The 
Metal Sky” and “The Quick and the Dead” have also been 
reprinted in textbooks and anthologies. But the publication of a 
collection of his stories proved challenging. Compiled together, 
the stories were too dark, he was told in rejection letters. And as 
Loretta sought upon his death to fulfill her husband’s dream of 
publishing a book, the work’s rough and unflinching vision con-
tinued to prove too despairing for both commercial and literary 
publishing.
In a symposium held at the Library of Congress in 1965, Karl 
Shapiro, still stinging from the censorship controversy, spoke of 
the role of a journal in defining literature: “A work printed in the 
literary magazine has only two destinations: the book or obliv-
ion.” When pressed on this issue by his fellow panelists (“Surely 
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it’s damn good for a writer to be published and to be read by seri-
ous readers and serious writers whether or not his particular work 
is going to be put into hard cover,” huffed Jules Chametzky, then 
editor of the Massachusetts Review), Shapiro did “stand corrected.” 
He went on to say, “I have come back to the old- fashioned, pos-
sibly reactionary point of view, that the function of the little mag-
azine is greater today than ever before; more than ever it has to 
resist the bait of joining society.”
Krause certainly resisted that bait, writing as he did about char-
acters who themselves chafed at the notion of social engagement. 
His short stories were respected and rewarded in his lifetime when 
published individually in journals, and he was well established as 
a short- story writer by the early 1960s. Not only did he receive 
recognition from the O. Henry Prize but also from the Best Amer-
ican Short Stories series, as edited by Martha Foley and David 
Burnett, in which his stories were cited as among the year’s most 
distinctive in 1961 (“The Quick and the Dead”), 1962 (“The Snake,” 
“The Metal Sky,” “The Fall”), and 1967 (“The Witch,” “The Shoot-
ers”). But without a collection, his stories were destined to be 
lost. “And while the magazine itself is expendable,” Shapiro con-
tinued in his Library of Congress presentation, “the book, no 
matter how bad, is not. It is practically impossible to lose or 
destroy a book; the Library knows this only too well.”
Though Shapiro might have overstated the unlikelihood of a 
book’s expendability (even Shapiro’s own acclaimed, award- 
winning collections of poetry are currently in a state of neglect), 
the literary hierarchy of the twentieth century was shaped and 
ordered according to the prominence of an author’s books among 
readers, publishers, and scholars. And in losing Ervin Krause’s 
voice, we lost a graphic and captivating representation of post- 
Depression farm life.
With this collection, Krause’s stories— no longer confined to 
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the archives of middle- twentieth- century literary journals— can 
enter a new level of consideration. The stories included here are 
only a fraction of Krause’s complete body of work; some of his 
stories exist only in handwritten form in his many spiral- bound 
notebooks. (“Old Schwier,” a story included in this collection, a 
folktale about maniacal power and devastating regret, is one that 
Krause never typed nor submitted to journals.)
The stories Krause tells are bleak but they’re exciting in their 
raw poetic vigor, and they’re vital to our understanding of these 
rural men and women and their paradoxical nature of a compli-
cated simplicity. These are the larger- than- life legends of a small 
locality, stories of personal defeat and ruination that most often 
went untold in a God- fearing community. While gossip and sus-
picion rend apart these characters’ lives, the narrative is driven 
by the reader’s very same desire to learn of the intimate transgres-
sions of the sinners and the sinned against.
“Mythic,” Richard Poirier said of Krause’s story “The Snake,” 
which he selected for Prize Stories 1963: The O. Henry Awards. In 
his introduction to the anthology (which awarded “The Snake” 
second place; first prize went to Flannery O’Connor’s classic 
“Everything That Rises Must Converge”), Poirier writes, “[Krause] 
is a writer with great meditative dignity of address. . . . [His images 
and symbols] are necessarily the most obvious he could borrow 
from literature and the Bible. He is not in the least complacent 
about this symbolism, however, making of its contemporary rel-
evance more a mystery than an assumption and showing how it 
comes into being within the blood stream of people who are not 
aware of the Biblical analogies for what they are doing.”
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Spring Flood
On a hot Thursday afternoon in late May the rain began to fall, 
warmly at first, spreading gently over the Iowa farmland like warm 
congealed humidity. The chillness came the next day with the 
darkening clouds, and the lightning strokes had the cold malevo-
lence of snakes’ tongues. The sullen gullies and the little creeks 
filled and raged, and the black water sluiced into the placid river, 
the river itself altering, becoming plugged with dirt and carcasses, 
a black mucus. Animals floated dead on the roiling water, a sheep 
or a calf twisted, bloated and huge, and drawn down again, 
ghost- like, into the black. Muskrats, like pockets of furry mud, 
paddled without panic, reaching for the banks. Perceptibly the 
river rose.
Already by Friday evening, or what the people along that river 
thought to be evening in the somber gloom of rain, the banks of 
the river were at last overlapped and the levees topped, and the 
water pulsed through the breaks suddenly with quick and ugly 
movement like that of an angry reptile’s head. After that first rush 
of water there was the steady ooze upward, seeping across the 
rich bottom land, isolating farmyards and drowning the new crops 
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in the lowlands, and the flooded river began to back water up the 
little, rain- heavy creeks.
The water carried with it fallen trees and the muck of a thou-
sand Iowa farms, the litter of cornstalks and dry hemp and tum-
bleweeds, driving startled living things ahead, a bedraggled deer 
or two, the squawking birds, the rabbits, scarred turtles, water 
rats, and fish too, mud- colored ancient gar and carp, transported 
by the flood surge beyond the levees into the dead and quiet fields 
of three- foot- deep water on the lowlands. The rain fell and the 
water rose and the farmers slogged through the mud of farmyards, 
sullenly, and fed the wilting cattle and retreated again to huddle 
in their raincoats beneath eaves.
“She never stop pouring,” old Gerber said to young Dahlman. 
Gerber lived in a shack along the river. The shack was submerged 
already and he had taken refuge in Dahlman’s corncrib, where 
Dahlman always had to put him up whenever Gerber needed it. 
The need was usually once a year, when the rains came in the 
spring and the river came up, and then Gerber appeared at his 
place in the corncrib, stinking and mudded over like some griz-
zled river reptile, saying the water was up again.
Gerber was a legacy from the time of grandfather Dahlman; 
he was immensely old, no one knew how old for sure, and Ger-
ber himself never said. He had once been a hired hand for the 
grandfather, and a worthless one, old Dahlman had always said, 
and he had built a shack on the Dahlman land by the river and 
there he stayed, holed up in the mud and the mosquito slime and 
remaining alive through two generations of Dahlmans and aging 
not at all. For as long as young Dahlman could remember, old 
Gerber came to the Dahlman house once a day for the noon meal, 
which the woman was forced to feed him. When the father died 
they tried to ignore him, but Gerber rattled the screen door and 
said the old man and the old old man before him had fed him and 
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that they would too. Young Dahlman said he would not, and he 
held the door against the old man and said, “Go away Gerber, we 
don’t want you; go away, you hear, don’t come back.” The old man 
stood there gripping the screen door sill with his turtle- claw 
hands, panting like a hungry dog, his eyes tiny and evil and unde-
niable, and he sat upon the wicker chair on the porch, panting 
and moaning half through the afternoon until at last the exasper-
ated wife scooped up a pie tin full of potatoes and stew and shoved 
it out the door to him. He ate and left and reappeared the next 
noon. So he won, and they fed him the one meal although he did 
nothing at all, never had, for them or for anyone else. The other 
two meals a day, if he ate them, he got himself. The supplies he 
needed he stole, oats from Dahlman’s bins, corn from Dahlman’s 
fields, and occasionally, with resignation as much as anything 
else, Dahlman provided Gerber with a sack of flour or sugar and 
a can of coffee. Whatever else Gerber got he speared from the 
river. He had three spears, ancient things, with smoothworn han-
dles, and Gerber used them with skill. He could stalk fish as no 
man could, and he could hit the sluggish carp with expertness 
and surprising quickness and fierceness when he did choose to 
strike. He ate carp and some people said he even ate gar, those 
bullet- shaped prehistoric scavengers that thrived on the sewage 
of the rivers, but no one had seen enough of Gerber to know for 
sure what he survived on. Dahlman had invaded the tarpaper 
shack a few times and had looked in the black pot on the stove at 
the simmered chunks like live things within, and he could never 
tell what was live or dead, what newly entered or weeks there, 
what eaten or uneaten.
So Gerber lived in the ancient, mudded shack, a creature of 
mud himself, like something that had arisen one time out of a 
swamp and proved to be alive. He was without forebears and with-
out offspring, this legacy of two generations past who appeared 
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like a wart and subsisted like one, tough, implacable, ineradicable, 
with no connection to anything living or dead.
He hunched over and shook himself like a wet dog and said, 
“Sure some rain.”
Dahlman nodded and said nothing. He watched the heavy sky 
and the water spilling whitely from the roofs.
“This river she come up higher than you remember,” Gerber 
said. “She bring fish.”
“And muck and trees and god knows what else,” Dahlman said.
“Ya, trees come across the road. Trees in your bottom field.”
And Dahlman knew he meant floating dead trees had washed 
in over the levees, to lie with the rest of the flood muck in the fields.
“Not big trees,” Gerber said with a tiny gesture of his knotted 
dark hand. The hand disappeared within his sleeve again like the 
black foot of a turtle withdrawing into its shell.
“Animals come out too,” Gerber went on, his voice removed 
and hollow. “I see lot of rabbits and coons come out of their holes 
to high ground. Some drown.”
“The land drowns too in this flood. That is the trouble,” Dahl-
man said.
“I see muskrat, but the fur is no good, otherwise I kill them. 
Muskrats almost drowned from swimming. And one snake, black 
and all muddy, riding on top of a tree that float by.”
“A snake?”
“Ya, the tree float by down there,” pointing towards the river or 
where the river usually flowed, “and the snake there mad and wet, 
holding on.” There was a faint wheezing, and Dahlman listened 
and wondered if old Gerber actually laughed, and he turned to 
look and saw the old toothless mouth, crimped at the edges and 
black from mud and tobacco and the motion of the mouth like a 
turtle’s beak. “That snake mad as hell, not liking the water much, 
holding on.”
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“No. Most snakes don’t like water. Nothing likes it in flood 
time.”
“It was a mad old snake, not a big one, so long . . .”— measuring 
out eighteen inches between his black turtle hoof hands— “It look 
up at me as the tree float by. I spit at it.” Again the faint wheezing 
sound. Dahlman shuddered, from the rain, from the thought of 
the wet and angry snake riding a tree into his field, from the old 
man beside him, from his helpless disappointment with every-
thing that spring.
The wife called for dinner and they went up through the pour-
ing chill rain to the house. Dahlman took off his overshoes and 
he looked down across the little slope to beyond the barn where 
the water was dim through the rain. The water had seeped to 
within one hundred yards of the barn and it spread over the flat 
land all the way to the river. There was a floating edge of scum, 
ragged like teeth, all along the cornstalk- littered field, and down 
there in the water a pair of tree trunks floated dimly and listlessly, 
like hulks of hippopotamus, only the bulk of trunk showing, and 
the spiny branches broken or hidden in the rain- mist.
“Water never reach the farmyard,” Gerber said. “It have to come 
up twenty feet more before it reach here.”
Dahlman shook his head at this reassurance, knowing that old 
Gerber had never worked the land, had given no time to the soil, 
did not even comprehend the land swallowed by that flood. Dahl-
man turned abruptly to the door. “Bernice,” he said, “is Gerber’s 
plate ready?”
The woman said nothing, only brought the pie tin full of food 
out and set it on the washing machine on the porch without look-
ing at either of them, and she went in again. Gerber sat down on 
the old wooden chair and began to eat with his fingers, ignoring 
the fork Dahlman’s wife always set out. He wheezed to himself 
and gummed at the food with energy and offered some to the 
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dog, but the dog, still distrustful of Gerber after all the eight years 
of its life, lifted his rain- wet body and backed away to a distant 
corner of the porch.
The old black gums exposed as Gerber grinned at the dog. “Old 
Gerber gonna eat fish pretty soon. Lot of carp in that field out 
there; gonna get my spear and get some carp. You be glad to eat 
from my hand then, old dog. I feed you carp guts, you eat.”
“Dirty old man,” the wife said when Dahlman went in and 
closed the door.
“I know, I know,” Dahlman said wearily. Impatiently he swung 
about the room talking loudly, knowing that Gerber could hear 
if he wanted to listen. “Why doesn’t he go somewhere else, to 
some neighbor’s place maybe? Why does he have to come here? 
He eats our food and drinks our water, and he prowls around 
stealing our corn and chickens, and making himself a damned 
nuisance. I wish the old devil would die.”
“Oh Ronald,” she said in mild, unspirited rebuke.
“Well why not?” he said. “I wish he would. Just because the old 
man fed him and gave him a place to sleep, he thinks he’s part of 
us now. He has a hold on this place. There’s nothing we can do, 
not until he’s dead and gone.”
“But to wish that,” the wife said, shaking her head. “At least you 
shouldn’t say it.”
“Oh, it’s right all right. Gerber should die. He’s dirty and foul, 
foul breath, foul smell, foul mouth, everything. He should die. 
Damn him.”
“Ronald,” she cried. “You get so upset when you start with him. 
I wish you wouldn’t.”
“I wish I wouldn’t, too. I’d like to be free of that for once. I 
would like some time to live for just a little while knowing that 
he’s not there skulking around like some damned mangy dog. I 
would like to be free of him.”
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“He can hear you out there,” she murmured.
“I don’t care.”
“I’m afraid of him, sometimes. I don’t know what he might do 
if he got angry at us.”
Dahlman threw up his hands and went off into the next room 
to stare out the window at the rain and the gray- sludge lake 
formed beyond the cattle barns. The gloom lowered over the land 
and the sky bled. He could not see beyond the water in the corn-
stalk field.
“Damn this rain,” he muttered, but loud enough for his wife to 
hear. “The crops are gone, ruined, and even the oats and soybeans 
on the hills will be finished if it rains any more. And that old bas-
tard sits out on our porch and eats our food. Do you know what 
he said to me?”
“What?” she asked.
“He’s happy that there’s a flood, because he can spear carp. Now 
he can eat carp!”
“It can’t last much longer,” she said. “It just can’t.”
“Maybe he’ll go out there, spearing fish, and he’ll drown. Maybe 
his shack will wash away.” (And if Gerber lived, he would have 
me help him build a new shack, Dahlman added to himself.) He 
looked out the west window towards where Gerber’s hovel usu-
ally crouched like a beaten, bedraggled dog, but the rain hid that 
too. “Maybe he will drown and the shack will go, and we’ll see 
nothing of Gerber again.”
“He’s part river gar now,” the wife said. “He will never drown.”
Dahlman’s face grew gloomy with the thought and the rain. 
Outside he saw Gerber detach himself from the mudded concrete 
porch steps where he had eaten and move formless and black and 
slow across the yard, leaving great clumps of prints as he walked. 
At the middle of the yard Gerber turned and looked up to the 
house, and his face, aged and gray- yellow, mal- colored, lifted and 
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the old eyes fell upon Dahlman, and Dahlman jerked back from 
the window as if he should not be there watching, and he forced 
himself to the window again. The ancient man in the yard dug 
within the bib of his overalls with their slippery black sheen, 
extracted a pinch or two of tobacco, hooked the tobacco and his 
black fingers behind his yellow lips, and the hand came away. All 
the while he looked at the house. And then his mouth opened a 
little, perhaps in a smile, perhaps to chew the tobacco, perhaps to 
urge the dog which stood dripping and forlorn in the middle of 
the yard, the dog afraid of him and hating him, yet going wher-
ever Gerber went, to squat on his trembling, frightened haunches 
ten feet away and look at the foul old man who spat at him. Ger-
ber turned and went on, creating again the ponderous prints in 
the yard mud, and the wet dog trailed after, delicately lifting his 
feet, searching his way, but the dog too growing muddy. Gerber 
disappeared within the corncrib. Dahlman, watching, knew what 
he did, knew he found his corner among the dirty empty sacks, 
pulled the sacks over his legs and chewed his tobacco and inhaled 
the dust and watched the squatting dog.
“He said he saw a snake out there on a tree,” Dahlman said 
softly, half to himself.
“A snake,” she said, startled, pausing in her motion in the 
kitchen.
“The tree was floating, he said, and the snake was on the tree.”
“Oh I don’t like that,” she said.
“It’s nothing,” he said.
“But to see a snake now, with all this rain . . .”
“What? You’re not superstitious, are you, Bernice? One little 
snake is the least of our worries.”
“But we’ve never had snakes around this place.”
“It’s nothing,” he repeated. “Gerber probably made it up, know-
ing it would frighten you.” He stroked his forehead. “If the rain 
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would only stop. Then Gerber would go back to his shack; that 
would be better at least.”
“I hope snakes don’t come up on the yard is all,” she was say-
ing.
“Might help clean out the mice if they did. Anyway, there’s only 
one and he’s stuck out there somewhere, out in this goddamn 
rain.”
“Don’t get upset again, Ronald,” she said, coming to him, touch-
ing him with her hand dried on her apron. “Come eat dinner, 
Ronald. Gerber is gone; we can eat now.”
The rain fell yet two more days out of the ragged scuds of cloud 
that were like black cotton clumps ripped from their box. On the 
fifth day after it began, the rain slowed to a warm drizzle and the 
drizzle was patched with rising mist, and finally broken clouds 
let the sun through and the heat was intense suddenly where the 
sun was. The heat fell upon the land, sending up clouds of mist 
from the submerged flat lands of the river bottom. The water 
receded a little, leaving lines of cornstalk trash, foamed white lines 
like circles on bathtubs, ugly and vermin- ridden. In the fields the 
flood- driven branches of trees subsided in mud and the one true 
tree trunk settled in hip- deep water in the middle of Ronald Dahl-
man’s field.
When the farm lanes had dried a little, after two days of the 
muggy sunshine, Dahlman took the tractor out to survey the 
fields. He could not go far, for the water still rode high to the trac-
tor axles down towards the river. He came back to the house, 
cursing.
“The levees will have to be dynamited to get the water out,” he 
told his wife. “I’ll have to spend the fall rebuilding them.” He 
swore. His wife clucked in commiseration. “And I can’t even make 
a break in the levee until the river is down again.”
And so he waited with rabid impatience. He put on his six- 
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buckle overshoes and strode about the muddy yards like one 
trapped, from the barn to the hog house, and out to the water’s 
edge fifty yards beyond that to look at the rotted tooth- edge of 
cornstalk litter there in the field, and back again he stormed, sweat-
ing in the magnified wet heat of the scalding sun.
But Gerber was pleased. The pipe- black face was lit with an 
anticipation, the eyes mere pinpoints of pupils in the leather tor-
toise folds that were his eyelids, were happy, and the toothless, 
lipless black mouth of the ancient man nearly smiled. He sharp-
ened and pointed his three spears, each three- barbed and shiny 
at the tips, and he talked to the dog.
“Ah, we goin for carp, old dog. You like old Gerber then; you 
gonna come up and lick his hand when you smell carp cooking. 
I gonna feed you carp guts, dog, and I gonna eat carp. Ya, you like 
old Gerber then.” He spent a half day fingering the spear edges, 
sharpening the tips with a tiny sharpening stone, the stone as 
thick and as black as his second finger, and the wary and fearful 
dog lay six feet from him, the dog resting his head on his fore-
paws, his eyes steadily watching old Gerber. The dog had become 
as black and muddy as Gerber, the mud clotted in the hair of the 
animal so that great lumps swayed beneath his belly like black 
grotesque teats when he walked. The mud had flattened his hair 
and pulled his skin tight so that he appeared skinned and dirty 
and yet somehow alive.
Dahlman came by and stood off, so he could not smell the old 
man or the dog. “The top of your shanty is sticking out of the 
water again,” he said. “You’ll be able to go home one of these days, 
real soon.”
“Ya, my old house still there.” He looked up at Dahlman and 
wheezed a little, his eyes wicked and black and wise, blinking like 
bugs on his face, and then he choked and coughed and spat. “Been 
through seven floods, but she still stand.”
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“It must be better built than it looks.”
“Your grandpa help me build it. He was a good man.” The faint 
enunciation of the “he” and the wheeze again. Old bastard, Dahl-
man thought, remembering how Gerber liked to reveal to him how 
much better the old man had been and the grandfather before him.
“Your grandpa and your pa used to eat carp with me. You want 
me to bring your missus a mess of carp?”
“No,” Dahlman said, thinking distastefully of the soft pulp- 
fleshed meat of the sluggish fish, thinking too he would not even 
eat it if it were the most superb of fish.
“You don’t like to have some, eh? The dog and me gonna have 
carp, eh dog?” He poked the spear at the dog, but the dog jerked 
away, collecting itself like some mudded skinned fish and spring-
ing back. “Yeh, he like carp guts. Gonna feed him good tonight.” 
Looking at Dahlman again, “Maybe I bring you some carp any-
way, if I catch lots.”
Gerber drug on his hip boots, which were not his size, boots 
that were once Dahlman’s father’s, and which Gerber had stolen 
but insisted the father had given him, and were bagged and too 
long. He pulled himself up like some too heavy, too weighty thing 
of another era, and he trudged off, taking the three spears and the 
one gunny sack for the fish.
The dog slunk along behind.
In mid- afternoon the pacing Dahlman plunged once again out of 
the house, across the yard, through the muck of the cattle yard 
where the docile mud- splattered cattle lodged against the hot, 
mud- sided barn. Dahlman heard the dog whining at the edge of 
the water, and the dog itself was so flung with mud that it could 
not be seen except by its frantic movements. Dahlman thought 
in that moment that Gerber had teased the dog into the water or 
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had thrown it there, but the dog was scuttling back and forth like 
some half- drowned sewer rat and once or twice it waded into the 
water up to its knees before it retreated. There was nothing in the 
water but the trash and the floating, still cornstalks, and farther 
out the sodden black trees lodged in its length in the mud and 
water, the tree perhaps forty yards out from where the dog was.
The dog whined and touched the ground with its nose and 
pointed its muzzle excitedly over the water and walked back and 
forth, looking out beyond the tree.
“Where’s Gerber?” Dahlman asked no one. There was no move-
ment anywhere.
And then he heard the sound, a slight splashing and a gargling 
out there in the mucky water, the water with its gray glitter like 
an oil slick where the sun reflected, and he saw the wooden tip 
of a spear floating in a slight arc and the head of the spear was 
beneath the water, heavier and weighted there. Twenty yards 
beyond the tree and well to the side the spear circled, and around 
it tiny ripples on the blinding water. Dahlman could see then too 
Gerber’s black and greasy coat riding gently on the water.
It came to him instantly that something had gone wrong, that 
Gerber had been cut down while plowing around in that soft mud 
and that he lay out there, dead, or drowning.
“Gerber,” he shouted, screeched really, for his voice was very 
strange. A quick, tense charge railed through him. Perhaps Ger-
ber was indeed dead and what he had wished for several days 
before had come true, and that thought frightened and thrilled 
him. “Gerber,” he shouted again, more modulated, and then there 
was that gargling, snuffled sound of struggle out there beyond 
the trees.
“The old son of a bitch,” Dahlman said. “Goes out there and 
can’t make it and I have to go pull him out.” He waited as if sus-
pended there, knowing then that he had made the decision and 
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he did not know why he made it, and he thought, well he would 
do it this once, just this one time, because . . . well . . . he was young 
and Gerber did not have long to live anyway. His heart was beat-
ing very fast. “Gerber,” he shouted. “Come out of there. Come 
out, you hear!”
He could see the slight motion, a swaying in the water near the 
sodden clump of oiled coat, and the ripples of light on that sheen 
of water. The dog beside Dahlman turned in frantic circles and 
whined and muzzled towards the water, but the older dread held 
him back.
Dahlman swore. He threw down the empty basket he carried 
and waded out. The slope of the land was very gradual, and he 
could see the stubs of cornstalks at intervals sticking through the 
water surface. The earth beneath was soft so that Dahlman sank 
to his ankles with each step. Gradually, as it deepened, he could 
feel the slide of water into his overshoes, about his feet and socks. 
It became a struggle to move as his overshoes filled.
“He wears the hip boots he stole from my father,” he muttered. 
“He wears hip boots and goes out spearing but I got to go pull 
him out.” He lifted his voice. “Gerber, get out of there! Get out, 
you hear me!” And more softly, “Probably nothing wrong with 
him anyway; probably down in the mud scraping around for gar.” 
And saying it he knew that there was within him a rare excitement 
as he had never felt before, sharp and good.
He could count the old corn ridges in the mudded water, each 
ridge with its rotting but still hard rows of stalks three feet and 
six inches from the next. He measured the distance that way for 
thirty rows. The water deepened around the drifted tree and he 
knew well the little dip the land took there and he thought it had 
been the best land and the tree was on it now and it would have 
to be pulled away, perhaps cut up first so the tractor could handle 
the parts to be dragged out.
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Gerber lay upon the water. His legs were clumped into the mud 
and his body was bent forward at the hips and his upper trunk 
floated easily. His coat spread out on the water like some scab on 
that vast dirty and putrid shining sore. Dahlman pulled himself 
out of the sucking mud step by step the last few yards to Gerber’s 
side.
“Come on up,” he said, pulling at the shoulders that moved like 
meal, wet and sticky from the old grease and new mud on the old 
man. Gerber slid down, out of Dahlman’s grasp, the water- filled 
boots bending and pulling him, and Dahlman struggled to hold 
him erect. Gerber still held the used polished spear at mid- shaft 
and the tip was dug into the mud beside his boots.
“Come up,” Dahlman said again, propping his legs beneath the 
old man’s belly. The face was slimed with mud, and beneath that 
mud was a grayness such as one sees on the skin of animal car-
casses, but there was a froth of bubbles on the old man’s chin. 
Dahlman unwound Gerber’s fingers from around the spear shaft 
and he tried to hoist the carcass upon his shoulders but the water 
and mud were too heavy and all he could do was to prop one arm 
of Gerber’s around his own shoulders and drag him along.
“Come on, damn you,” he said. The water was hip deep and the 
mud was very soft and he sank to his ankles with each step, and 
it was heavy labor. His overshoes were filled with water and the 
weight of them alone was enough to stagger anyone plowing as 
he did through mud and stumbling over cornstalks, but to carry 
a man too was an agony. He felt the sweat claw down his cheeks 
and back and he was very hot and he said, “Come on, damn you, 
old man, come on.” He pulled the gray- faced, ancient creature, 
foul- smelling if Dahlman could have smelled then, but Dahlman’s 
mouth was gasping breath, he pulled the ugly lump through the 
ugly sun- bright water and his boots made heavy sodden squirch-
ing sounds. He stumbled near the tree and fell and the weight of 
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the old man and the water- soaked clothing all came down onto 
his back and he fell into the water and he had the taste of foulness 
and that mud- slime. He could not stand up and he struggled to 
his knees through an eternity of trying to lift his head and it was 
as if all the weight of the old man had fallen upon his neck. He 
reached forward clutching at the horizontal- laying trunk of the 
tree and fingernailed the roughness of the old and rotting bark 
and finally his head reached air against the old man’s weight. He 
snarled a curse but it was lost in the bubbles in the water as his 
head disappeared and reappeared again, rat- like, like Gerber’s 
ashen head, and he clawed his way up the back of the tree trunk 
trying to stand and finally he did stand. The mud was in his eyes 
and nose and ears and he could not really see or hear and he jerked 
angrily the ungiving weight of Gerber higher and the unbalance 
shoved him over. He clutched the tree for support again and he 
felt the cold and writhing foreign desperate aliveness, as if he had 
touched something always foul and evil, like the living, writhing 
guts of a sow, and there was a flash and the stab into his upper 
arm and the roiling angry cluster fighting him and the stab again 
lower down. His hand unclutched the snake and he heard the 
snapping whirr then, tiny, like a child’s toy, and the elongated flash 
like the snap of a rubber band or the cracking jump of a mouse-
trap, so quick and hitting him again. Every moment had stretched 
itself and time suspended as he watched with cold uncomprehen-
sion, and his first thought was, unbelievingly, the snake is so small. 
The snake, slender, less than two feet long, slid backward along 
the tree trunk top, coiling and retreating along the bark where it 
had been as long as it had found refuge there, the snake afraid and 
infuriated too at that violation, dreading the water and rolling 
with the floating tree trunk to the middle of the farmer’s field, 
there to be gripped by the hard mud hand. Dahlman was frozen 
there, his hand still stretched out and he looked at the snake in 
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unblinking concentration. It was a timber rattler, he thought clin-
ically, detachedly, a snake which never grows big and which fre-
quents the low and weedy spots of ground, a rattler a couple of 
years old, dark and mottled and mad with hatred and disturbance 
and vengeance. He watched the snake retreat up to the bark- bare 
broken stub of limb where it could retreat no farther, and it coiled, 
still trying to retreat but not able to.
Dahlman felt the fire in his arm, a kind of quickening needle 
warmth, the first charge being the worst, burning up to his shoul-
der so quickly, and he waited there, the burden of old Gerber on 
his other arm. He tried to calm himself and tried to think, and he 
thought, he was a peaceable farmer, a good quiet man, and he had 
done most things rightly and fairly, and every goddamn thing 
went wrong at once, and he wished for a moment that he had 
someone there to complain to, to tell exactly as it happened that 
he had wanted none of it and deserved none. He thought, too, of 
why he had ever left the yard or the house, if he had just stayed 
in the house old Gerber would have peacefully died and he, Dahl-
man, would not have been there, nor would he have heard the 
dog or touched the snake. And at the next moment he was 
enraged, and he had a sudden urge to leap upon that snake and 
to crush it in his fists, grind it into a writhing and rubbery pow-
der beneath his grip, beat it into mangled shreds, beat it and beat 
it, and he thought that really he would have, but the weight of 
Gerber was too heavy on him. He stood holding his breath, feel-
ing that burden of old Gerber on his arm and shoulder as if lodged 
there forever, and the building fire in his other arm from the snake 
stabs and both were strengthening at once, the weight and the 
poison fire.
“If I should leave Gerber here,” he said, thinking aloud to him-
self, “perhaps I could make it . . .” It was now no more than thirty 
yards. He remembered from his school days that exertion after a 
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snake bite was bad and that it would spread the poison quickly 
through him, and if he carried Gerber on there would only be 
exertion. If he let Gerber fall  .  .  . released himself from that 
weight  .  .  . for all he knew the old man was dead anyway. He 
remembered the old animosity, the bafflement and irritation of 
three generations of Dahlmans. Let him drop there, the water 
would accept old Gerber as readily as it had always reached out 
for him down there at his swamp shack.
From the edge of the water came the barking of the dog and 
whining, and the dog’s high sound merged with a ringing in his 
ears.
Dahlman did not even look at the dog, did not look at anything 
for the sun was far too bright on that dark water and there was 
growing a terrible hotness in his head. He shoved the weight of 
the old man ahead of him along the tree, and he remembered 
vaguely that the snake had retreated the other way and they were 
all right. “Come on, come on,” he muttered, grinding his teeth in 
his fury. A little froth appeared on the corners of Dahlman’s mouth 
and his jaw was working as his legs and arms worked. He was very 
hot and the dizziness crept along his spine to the back of his head 
and he had to blink to see at all.
“Come on.” He hefted the old man, pulled him nearly upright, 
and then he plunged past the tree into the thigh- deep water, drag-
ging Gerber by the arms and the coat. Dahlman stumbled on the 
tough and tangled cornstalks submerged in mud and he fell, flail-
ing backward, and struggled up to swallow mud and then the air 
and he grabbed the slipping Gerber again and pulled him on with 
an outraged rush, dragging him on ferociously, as a mad and 
bedraggled dog would drag some black, offal- stuffed rat, the legs 
of Gerber slithering behind, leaving a little wake of bubbles and 
mud.
“Come on, you old bastard, come on.” Dahlman looked ahead, 
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but the sun was swimming in the film of muddy water and he was 
dizzy and he could not see and he started to vomit, but the tight-
ness in his chest was too intense and all that he coughed was a 
little saliva. He closed his eyes tightly so that he could not see at 
all and he went on. He felt the old rows of corn in the mud and 
he counted them, and he lost count for the ringing in his ears and 
yet he went on, until the blood thundered in his skull and twisted 
his brain so that his eyes seemed to leave their very sockets, were 
wrenched aside too, distorted as his whole body was rent and 
distorted. The dog barked nearer, farther, nearer, louder and 
louder, the dog going mad in its panic, and Dahlman clenched 
his face and tried to run, dragging the slithering Gerber like a 
turtle through the mud and he fell and felt the water splash and 
the water did not even cover his knees. He clutched ahead and 
found the barking dog. His hands caught the dog and he pulled 
himself ahead and he and Gerber and the sprawling, yelping dog 
were rolling together, and Dahlman swore over and over with the 
blood choking him, “Damn you, Gerber. Damn you.”
There was the high cry of the woman, and Dahlman saw the 
convulsive sun vibrate and the earth yawned and opened and the 
world burned him in its jerking convulsive motion.
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